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School assemblies are an integral part of school life. School has added
new dimension to the assembly, which are now organised by the
students of different houses. They take up important events, 21st
Century Skills as well as Sustainable Development Goals and showcase
their significance through various mediums such as plays, poems,
speeches, role play, etc.

 assembly  



ek bharat SHRESHTH bharat
gujarat  

Every month, the school takes up a state of India
or a UT and various learning activities are
conducted to bring forth to our students, the rich
heritage of our country. This month students
researched the cuisine, art forms and famous
tourist locations of Gujarat and presented their
findings.



ptm
Parent-teacher meeting gives teachers and parents an opportunity
to connect and bond for the benefit of children. It allows parents to
express and discuss with the teacher, any concern and a way
forward to ensure that students are well supported in their
learning journey.



display boards 
Display boards enhance the aesthetic value of the class
and help in visual learning and retention of concepts. It
makes the class lively and interesting. This month,
students displayed monthly activities as well as their
learning in a creative way, around the state of the month
and revised concepts of Biology.



newspaper reading  
Reading newspaper is a habit that enables a person to have
access to information about politics, economy, entertainment,
sports, business, industry, trade and commerce. This habit, not
only enhances knowledge but helps improve language skills
and vocabulary also. 



NATIONAL HANDLOOM DAY 
National Handloom Day, is celebrated annually to commemorate the
Swadeshi Movement launched in 1905. The students were informed
about the handloom weaving community and urged to protect India’s
handloom heritage by going "VOCAL FOR LOCAL".
         

07.08.22



QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT 

The Quit India Movement, also known as the August Movement, was
launched in Bombay by Mahatma Gandhi on 8th August 1942, to demand
the end of British rule in India. Students were made aware about this
movement and they made posters and wrote slogans to showcase their
research on the freedom struggle of India.
       

08.08.22



Rakshabandhan 
Students of clas XI A celebrated the auspicious occasion of Raksha
Bandhan, with great zeal and shared their moments of
celebration, thereby depicting the true essence of this festival.
            

11.08.22



75th Independence Day  

On the occasion of 75th Independence Day, the students
participated in various activities and presented self
composed poems depicting the spirit of patriotism and
nationalism.  They also  showcased their creative skills by
preparing tricolour bands, candles, badges and flags.
 

Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsava 
15.08.22



JigyASA
AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV QUIZ

 
The Indian Oil Corporation in collaboration with The Ministry of
Petroleum and Natural Gas and The Ministry of Culture launched
Jigyasa: The AKAM Quiz. Students at VBS got an opportunity  to
participate in the quiz.



shri krishna janmaShatmi  
Krishna Janmashtami is celebrated to mark
the birth of Lord Krishna. He is believed to be
the eighth incarnation of Lord Vishnu and is
revered across India. Students prepared
posters and talked about Lord Krishna at
length. 

19.08.22



SDG-5
Gender Equality 

Gender equality is not only a
fundamental human right, but a
necessary foundation for a peaceful,
prosperous and sustainable world.
Students discussed gender
stereotypes they come across in
society like how men and women are
expected to act, speak, dress, and
conduct themselves, and how these
preconceived gender roles can limit
men’s and women’s capacity to
pursue professional careers and
prevent them from making individual
choices about their lives. 



national sports day
National Sports Day is celebrated on the birth anniversary of hockey legend Major
Dhyan Chand, who is regarded as nation's greatest hockey player. Popularly known
as "The Hockey Wizard" for his magical touch, superb control, creativity and
extraordinary goal-scoring feats, Chand was instrumental in taking Indian hockey
to greater heights. The late hockey player had led India to three Olympic gold
medals in the years – 1928, 1932 and 1936. He had scored over 400 goals in 22
years, spanning from 1926 to 1948. Students were made aware about the benefits
of sports in their life and motivated to play indoor as well as outdoor games.



english 
The students of Class XI displayed 21st Century Skills like Critical
Thinking and Communication during a group discussion on the
aftermaths of war on the common people. They also talked about the
causes of war outbreak, the destruction associated with it and the long
term effects that lead to suffering and loss. The students concluded
that war always left the world desolate and in crisis, the wounds of
which are difficult to heal.



Chemistry 
Topic : Trends in Properties

Students recognised and studied the periodic trends in
physical and chemical properties of elements. They drew
the periodic trends of elements in the periodic table,
polishing their critical thinking and problem solving skills ,
while  collaborating with their peers.  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_thinking
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Problem_solving


physics
Measure thickness of a sheet using screw gauge

Learning Outcomes:- Students learn to
measure accurately and precisely the
thickness of a sheet of metal.



maths

Students learnt :
Concept of linear
inequalities in daily life.
to apply their knowledge
to solve competency
based questions.
to represent graphical
solution of linear
inequality in one
variable.

Topic - Graphical solution of linear inequalities 



computer science 

Topic- Tokens in Python  

Creativity
Flexibility and Adaptability  

Learning Outcomes:- Students were able to
recognise various types of lexical units
available in python. They constructed the
programs using identifiers, literals and
operators. Then observed the behaviour of
variables after changing the value. 
21st Century Skills:-



physical education 
Volleyball

Volleyball is a team sport in which two teams of six
players are separated by a net. Each team tries to score
points by grounding a ball on the other team's court
under organized rules.



swimmIng 

keeps the heart rate up but takes some of the impact stress off the body.
builds endurance, muscle strength and cardiovascular fitness.
helps maintain a healthy weight, healthy heart and lungs.
tones muscles and builds strength.

Swimming is a good all-round activity because it:



music
Music has always been the purest form of expression and
the students keenly involve themselves in the art of
learning notes. This month, students learnt  to play 7
notes and how to identify them properly.  



SDGS
21st Century Skills

The Sustainable
Development Goals
are a collection of 17
interlinked global
goals designed to be
a "blueprint to
achieve a better and
more sustainable
future for all.

21st century skills refer
to the knowledge, life
skills, career skills,
habits, and traits that
are critically important
to student success in
today's world.

The School is committed to
provide an enriching learning
journey and conceptualised a
curriculum that includes
learning about sustainability as
well as key 21st century skills to
enable our students to be global
citizens.

PRODUCTIVITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY



 01.09.22- 07.09.22-  Nutrition Week
05.09.22- Teachers' Day
14.09.22- World Hindi Day
26.09.22- World Rivers' Day
26.09.22 - World Environmental Health Day
29.09.22- World Heart Day

Upcoming events
Nutrition month 

State of the month- Kerala

SDG 2- Zero Hunger 
21st Century Skill- Productivity and Accountability 


